
Surviving Duluth's Winter with an Electric
Motorcycle: An Unforgettable Commuting
Experience
Winter in Duluth, Minnesota is renowned for its extreme weather conditions. The
city experiences bone-chilling temperatures, heavy snowfall, and icy roads that
often deter people from braving the cold outdoors. However, one brave commuter
decided to take on the challenge of everyday commuting on an electric
motorcycle throughout the harsh winter months.

With the increasing popularity of electric vehicles worldwide, it was only a matter
of time before electric motorcycles gained traction among daredevil riders. Mike
Thompson, a long-time motorcycle enthusiast, saw the potential and decided to
trade in his gas-powered bike for an eco-friendly electric alternative.

The decision to commute year-round on an electric motorcycle was met with
skepticism and concern from family and friends. Many warned Mike about the
daunting conditions he would face, particularly during the frigid winter season.
However, Mike's determination to reduce his carbon footprint and experience the
unparalleled performance of an electric motorcycle motivated him to press on.
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Duluth, known for its breathtaking natural beauty and picturesque landscapes,
becomes a winter wonderland when the mercury drops. Temperatures can
plummet to subzero levels, making commuting on any vehicle a considerable
challenge. Nevertheless, Mike equipped his electric motorcycle with studded
tires, heated handlebars, and a windproof electric heated jacket to combat the
freezing temperatures.

As winter took hold and the first snowfall blanketed the city, Mike found himself
embarking on an adventure like no other. The electric motorcycle's exceptional
handling and torque allowed him to navigate through the snow-covered roads
effortlessly. The quiet hum of the electric motor was a pleasant contrast to the
roar of traditional motorcycles, providing a soothing experience during his rides.

One of the major concerns that held Mike back initially was the range anxiety
typically associated with electric vehicles. However, his worries were short-lived
as he discovered that modern electric motorcycles boast impressive battery
capabilities. With a single charge, his bike could easily cover the round trip
distance of his daily commute, which alleviated any range anxiety he had.

Another advantage of electric motorcycles became evident during the winter in
Duluth—regenerative braking. The regenerative braking system not only provided
additional range, but it also helped maintain traction on the slippery roads. The
ability to slow down gradually and regain energy through regenerative braking
gave Mike a feeling of control and safety that he never experienced with his
previous gas-powered motorcycle.
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Each morning, Mike would suit up in multiple layers of warm clothing, ensuring he
was well-insulated against the biting cold. His electric motorcycle, with its sleek
and aerodynamic design, allowed him to cut through the icy wind with minimal
resistance. The ride itself became an invigorating experience, as he weaved
through snow-laden streets, passing by breathtaking snowy landscapes along the
way.

One notable advantage of electric motorcycles in winter is the absence of engine
heat. While gas-powered bikes emanate heat, which can be unpleasant in
sweltering summer months, the electric motorcycle provided Mike with a
comfortable ride even during the coldest days. It eliminated the risk of getting
accidentally burned on hot engine parts while handling the bike or wearing
inappropriate winter gear.

Mike's journey throughout the winter revealed another aspect of electric
motorcycles that impressed him—the minimal maintenance required. Unlike gas-
powered bikes that necessitate regular oil changes, tune-ups, and filter
replacements, electric motorcycles are far more straightforward to maintain. With
fewer moving parts and a simplified engine design, Mike's electric motorcycle
proved to be reliable and cost-effective.

One unexpected challenge that Mike encountered during his electric motorcycle
commuting adventure was the issue of charging. While Duluth boasts several
electric vehicle charging stations, not all of them are conveniently located along
his daily route. However, he quickly devised a solution by installing a home
charging station, which allowed him to start each day with a full battery,
regardless of the winter conditions outside.

Throughout the winter season, Mike's daily commute on an electric motorcycle
became more than just a means of transportation. It became a personal journey



that helped him connect with nature and embrace the extreme beauty of
Minnesota's winter. The dynamic interplay between the electric motorcycle's
performance and the challenging weather conditions offered an unmatched
experience that left Mike in awe.

Moreover, Mike's commitment to a greener commute did not go unnoticed by his
friends and coworkers. His electric motorcycle became a topic of conversation,
attracting attention and admiration for his determination to reduce his carbon
footprint despite the harsh winter conditions. Mike's courage and dedication
touched the hearts of many who were inspired to explore more environmentally
friendly transportation options.

Duluth's winter, with its biting cold and merciless snowstorms, proved to be an
ideal testing ground for an electric motorcycle. Mike's decision to brave the
elements and commute all winter long on his chosen vehicle showcased the
practicality, efficiency, and reliability of electric motorcycles even in the harshest
of conditions.

As the winter months gradually transitioned into spring, Mike's electric motorcycle
commuting journey came to an end. Reflecting on the experience, he felt a sense
of achievement and fulfillment knowing that he had conquered Duluth's winter on
two wheels, fueled solely by electricity.

Mike's story serves as a testament to the growing popularity and viability of
electric motorcycles as a viable transportation option, even in regions with
extreme weather conditions. His unforgettable commuting experience showcases
the unique advantages and capabilities of electric motorcycles that far exceed
traditional gas-powered counterparts.



So, if you ever find yourself in Duluth, Minnesota during the winter months, keep
an eye out for those adventurous souls cruising through the snow-covered streets
on their electric motorcycles. You might just witness the perfect blend of man,
machine, and nature, intertwining in a thrilling winter spectacle.
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Will an electric motorcycle work for everyday transportation all winter long in
frozen Duluth Minnesota? We put together a lightly winterized Zero FX
motorcycle, and some brave (or foolish) volunteer riders to find out. Follow along
on the cold, snowy and icy adventure chronicled in the test riders own words
about what it was like to ride through the best and worst weather conditions
Mother Nature could unleash upon northern Minnesota for the Winter of 2015-16.
Pushing the limits of transportational riding and proving that with the right gear
and the right motorcycle, your really can ride in all weather, to any destination
over any distance.
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